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COURSE OUTLINE
Journalism 250
Visual Communication
I.

Catalog Statement
Journalism 250 surveys the most significant techniques and examples of visual
communication employed in the mass media, including newspapers, magazines,
television, the Internet, and advertising. It is designed to lead students to an
understanding of the possibilities of visual communication in the mass media. Designed
to both show students how the media use images and how they might incorporate visual
images into their own work, the course will expose students to both practitioners and
scholars in the field. This class will expose students to images and theories of use of
images and encourage them to develop their critical thinking skills by learning the
language and theory of the disciplines.
Units - 3.0
Lecture Hours - 3.0
Total Laboratory - 1 hour
Prerequisite: Journalism 102 or equivalent.

II.

Course Entry Expectations
Skill Level Ranges: Reading 5; Writing 6; Speaking/Listening 6; Math 2
Prior to enrolling in the course, the student will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

III.

develop the critical faculties necessary to distinguish fact from opinion in order to
write objective and balanced analysis;
gather diverse, often conflicting and complex information, for synthesis into news
articles;
write journalistic opinion articles, a format in which the author critiques a specific
situation;
learn strategies for non-sexist and non-racist writing.

Course Exit Standards
Upon successful completion of the required coursework, the student will be able to:
1.
demonstrate an understanding of the history and traditions of mass media;
2.
demonstrate sophisticated proficiency in library and Internet research;
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3.
4.

IV.

V.

understand the way the spectrum of media influences and shapes our lives;
analyze the meanings conveyed by media through demonstrated critical thinking
skills.

Course Content

Total Contact Hours = 64

A.

Historical development of visual communication
1.
Historical development of photojournalism
2.
Historical development of typography and graphic
design
3.
Historical development of video documentary

12 hours

B.

Visual Literacy: Learning the Language
1.
Comparison and awareness of artistry and
man
2.
Design strategies, symbolism and typographic expression
3.
Info-graphics, desktop publishing and the impact of new
technologies

12 hours

C.

Visual news reportage vs. persuasion: definitions, responsibilities,
12 hours
and expectations
1.
Reportage rather than expression
2.
Ethics of visual news reportage
3.
In the service of persuasion: advertising and corporate identities

D.

Analysis, synthesis, and application
1.
Reading a photo essay
2.
Reading a contemporary news or documentary video
3.
Reading the front page and the web page

12 hours

E.

Laboratory

16 hours

Methods of Presentation
The following instructional methodologies may be used in the course:
1.
2.
3.

lecture;
discussion;
group learning;
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4.
5.
VI.

video presentations;
PowerPoint presentations.

Methods of Assessment
The Instructor will assess student performance through objective and subjective written
performance including:
1.
Weekly journal
2.
Quizzes
3.
Research paper (e.g. How media shaped an event)
3.
Midterm exam
4.
Final examination

VII.

Textbooks
Berger, A. Seeing is Believing: An Introduction to Visual Communication
McGraw-Hill, 2007.
12th Grade Textbook Reading Level. ISBN: 0073534250

VIII.

Student Learning Outcomes
Upon successful completion of the required coursework, the student will be able to:
1.
demonstrate an understanding of the history and traditions of mass media;
2.
demonstrate sophisticated proficiency in library and Internet research;
3.
understand the way the spectrum of media influences and shapes our lives;
4.
analyze the meanings conveyed by media through demonstrated critical thinking
skills.

